A well-chosen image (e.g., a screenshot) from the episode.

Topics: Short list of high-level topics
Characters: The names of the main characters in the episode
Notable technologies: Recent, emerging, or speculative technologies that played a significant role in the episode.
Summary: A one-paragraph plot summary
Themes: 1-3 sentences to describe the work's theme or themes. Specify themes like a thesis: what claim or claims is filmmaker exploring?
Vibe: How the episode felt—its mood.
Questions:

1. Three or more questions, reasonably open-ended, that
2. You might ask of yourself, or your classmates, were you
3. Leading a discussion of this episode.

Cultural references: Any interesting references or allusions that you picked up on and that others might have missed.
Quotes:

1. One to three quotes, verbatim,
2. That struck you from the episode. Include who said them.

Personal reaction: In anything from sentence to a page, describe your personal reaction to the episode.
Acknowledgements: Acknowledge any people or sources that may have influenced what you wrote above.